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Star Formation : Introduction
It is useful to distinguish six stages in the star formation process:


• The initial free-fall collapse of the parent interstellar cloud.


• Cloud fragmentation, leading to a range of stellar masses.


• Formation of a protostellar core. The star appears on the H-R diagram.


•  Accretion of the surrounding gas, generally through an accretion disk.


• Dissociation of molecules and ionisation of H and He.


•  Pre-main sequence phase.


• Star formation is considered to be completed once the star appears on the Zero Age Main 
Sequence (ZAMS).



Initial Mass Function

dN/dM = AM−α

IMF Power Law



Initial Mass Function

• Original proposed by Salpeter (1955) with 



• Miller-Scalo (1976) uggested that the IMF 
"flattened" (approached ) below one 
solar mass


• Kroupa (2001) suggest universal IMF


α = 2.35

α = 0

Kroupa & Jerabkova 2019



Initial Mass Function

The Initial Mass Function (IMF) for stars in the Solar neighborhood was 
determined by Salpeter in 1955


 


From IMF definition, the number of stars that form with masses between  
and  is 

ξ(M) = ξ0(M)−2.35

M
ΔM ξ(M) = Δ(M)

constant which sets the local stellar density



Properties of IMF Salpeter

• most of the stars (by number) are low mass stars


• most of the mass in stars resides in low mass stars 


• following a burst of star formation, most of the luminosity comes from 
high mass stars 



Initial Mass Function

• Salpeter IMF must fail at low masses, since if we extrapolate to arbitrarily 
low masses the total mass in stars tends to infinity! 


• Observations suggest that the Salpeter form is valid for roughly 
, and that the IMF `flattens’ at lower masses. The exact form 

of the low mass IMF remains uncertain. 
M > 0.5M⊙



Arguments about IMF
What is the origin of the IMF? 


• Most important unsolved problem in star formation. Many theories but no 
consensus. 


• Observationally, known that dense cores in molecular clouds have a power-law 
mass function rather similar to the IMF. So the IMF may be determined in part by 
how such cores form from turbulent molecular gas 


• Is IMF is universal? Most theorists say no. Predict that fragmentation is easier if the 
gas can cool, so primordial gas without any metals should form more massive stars 


• Observationally, little or no evidence for variations in the IMF in our galaxy or nearby 
galaxies. 





Process of Star Formation



Star Formation : Overview
Three phases in star formation:


• The pre-stellar phase : covers the contractions & fragmentation phase of 
interstellar cloud under its gravity. This is an isothermal due to the efficient 
energy cooling by dust grain


• The proto-stellar phase : more to evolution of fragment up to the stage of 
the growth of internal pressure in the central core stop fast contraction & 
fragmentation


• The pre-main sequence phase : is the phase of the evolution of the central 
object from Hayashi line to ZAMS. 



Star Formation : Overview
• Timescale and properties of stars reaching a 

final mass during their formation (Yorke 2004)


• Time zero is counted since the formation of a 
hydrostatic core.


• Up to age  years most stars 
experience accretion & surrounded by rotating 
accretion disk. 


• For intermediate masses, disks survive up to the 
MS while the lower masses disks disappear 
before the end of pre-MS phase


• For massive stars, accretion phase & disks are 
present even after star reach ZAMS, TAMS 
indicate the end of MS phase

(1 − 2) × 105

Yorke (2004) 



Star Formation : Jeans Criterion
• Stars form in the dense cores of giant molecular clouds (GMC) - dense and 

clumpy concentrations of cold gas and dust.


• According to the Jeans criterion, initial collapse occurs whenever gravity 
overcomes pressure. 


• Put differently, the important scales in star formation are those on which 
gravity operates against electromagnetic forces, and thus the natural 
dimensionless constant that quantifies star formation processes is given by:


                               αg =
Gm2

p

e2
≈ 8 × 10−37



Star Formation : General Overview
• For example, we can derive the maximal mass of a white dwarf star in terms of 

. 


• For a star with N baryons, the gravitational energy per baryon is , 

and the kinetic energy of relativistic degenerate gas is  

where  is the Fermi momentum. Consequently, the total energy is: 


                                 

αg

Eg ∼ −
GNm2

p

R
Ek ∼ pFc ∼

ℏcN1/3

R
pF

E =
ℏcN1/3

R
−

GNm2
p

R



Star Formation
• For the system to be stable, the maximal number of baryons  is obtained 

by setting  in the expression above. The result is the Chandrasekhar 
mass: 


                 


• where  is the fine structure constant. This simple derivation result 
is close to the more precise value, derived via the equations of stellar 
structure for degenerate matter, of .

N
E = 0

MChandra ≈ mp ( ℏc
Gm2

p )
3/2

= mp(α . αg)− 3
2 = 1.8M⊙

α = e2/c

1.4M⊙



Star Formation 
• For an upper limit on the mass of a hydrogen burning star, it can be 

derived if we compare the radiation pressure  to the thermal 

pressure of the star, under the condition that the temperature be high 
enough so as to allow two protons to overcome their mutual Coulomb 
repulsion. 


• The resulting upper limit is , which is 
comparable to the masses of the most massive stars observed (at the 
Eddington limit, again derived from the equations of stellar structure): ~ 

.

Prad =
1
3

aT4

MEdd ∼ mpα− 5
3

g − α
2
3 ∼ 50M⊙

100M⊙



Star Formation
• The formation of a star, or star cluster, begins with the collapse of an 

overdense region whose mass is larger than the Jeans mass, defined in 
terms of the Jeans scale :


                                  


• Overdensities can arise as a result of turbulent motions in the cloud. At the 
first stage of the collapse, the gas is optically thin and isothermal, whereas 
the density increases and . 

RJ

MJ =
4π
3

ρ ( RJ

2 )
3

∝
T3/2

ρ1/2

MJ ∝ ρ−1/2



Star Formation : General Overview
• As a result, the Jeans mass decreases and 

smaller clumps inside the originally collapsing 
region begin to collapse separately. 


• Fragmentation is halted when the gas 
becomes optically thick and adiabatic, so 
that , as illustrated in Fig. 1. 


• This process determines the opacity limited 
minimum fragmentation scale for low mass 
stars, and is given by:


MJ ∝ ρ1/2

Mmin ≈ mpα−3/2
g α−1 ( me

mp )
1/4

≈ 0.01M⊙

Je
an

s 
m

as
s

Density

∼
T3/2

ρ1/2
∼

T3/2

ρ−1/2



Star formation : Free fall timescale

• In the early stage of collapse, the cloud is optically thin (transparent) to far 
infrared radiation and can cool efficiently by converting KE of its molecule 
& atom to infrared photons -> can escape the cloud


• Early stages are isothermal & cloud is essentially in free fall collapse


• Free fall time scale (derived by gravitational acceleration) is given by


  where  is the initial densitytff = ( 3π
32

1
Gρ0 ) ρ0



Star Formation : General Overview
• The process of star formation is more complex, and the initial collapse of an 

overdense clump is followed by accretion of cold gas at a typical rate of , 
where  is the speed of sound.


•  This assumes spherical symmetry, but accretion along filaments, which is 
closer to what is actually observed, yields similar rates. 


• The gas surrounding the protostellar object typically has too much angular 
momentum to fall directly onto the protostar, and as a result an accretion disk 
forms around the central object. 


• The final mass of the star is fixed only when accretion is halted by some 
feedback process.

v3
s /G

vs



Star Formation : Protostars
• Once density collapsing fragment has increased for the gas become opaque 

to infrared photons, the radiation is trapped within the central part of cloud 
-> heating & increase gas pressure


• Cloud core become hydrostatic equilibrium & dynamical collapse is slowed 
to a quasi-static contraction.


• This is where protostar is created


• ‘Protostar’ is small fraction of the mass it will have until it reaches the MS.


• The surrounding gas continue to free fall onto protostellar core, so the next 
phase dominated by accretion. 



Star Formation : Protostars

• In general, inflating gas will form an accretion disk around protostar, 
showing the fact contracting gas cloud has a net angular momentum.


• Usually can be seen in young stars.


• Accretion of gas generated gravitational energy, which heat the core and 
part will radiated away which give the luminosity of the protostar:


                    , where  is the mass accretion rateL ∼ Lacc =
1
2

GM ·M
R

·M



Star Formation : General Overview
• An additional mechanism that can influence star formation is outflowing 

supersonic winds from a protostar that can accelerate the surrounding molecular 
gas to high velocities and oppose accretion. 


• These winds can affect the density structure of the cloud and thereby alter the 
mass spectrum of formed stars and the star formation efficiency. 


• Such outflows have been detected in numerous protostars, and it was found that 
in some cases they have strong impact on the surrounding medium even at very 
large distances from the source. 


• For example, the outflows in the Perseus complex have enough power to maintain 
turbulence and hence halt star formation in their immediate surroundings, but not 
in the entire complex.



Star Formation
• Magnetic fields can play an important role in star formation 

if the mass of the overdense cloud is of the order of the 
supercritical mass, such that the magnetic energy density 
is comparable to the gravitational energy density:


        


• The classical picture is that when the cloud first collapses, 
its mass must be above the critical mass. Previously, the 
magnetic field is energetically dominant and halts further 
collapse. 


• However, magnetic fields are frozen only into ionized gas 
and dust, whereas neutral matter can continue to accrete 
onto the cloud. This process is known as gravity-driven 
ambipolar diffusion. When the mass of the cloud exceeds 
the critical mass, magnetic pressure becomes irrelevant 
and the cloud collapses.

B2

8π
∼

GM
R

ρ ∼ GΣ2

Banarjee et al (2007)



Star Formation
• Clouds with supercritical values of the magnetic field have been observed in 

several systems, however the question remains whether they play a dominant 
role in star formation. In particular, the relative importance of magnetic fields 
and turbulence-driven feedback remains unclear .


• Molecular clouds are best probed by studying thermal dust emission in the 
infrared.


• The Herschel telescope has imaged nearby molecular clouds between 70 µm 
and 500 µm as part of a survey that is optimized for studying the formation 
conditions of solar-type stars. The results cover a wide range of environments, 
from warm to cold cloud complexes, where stars form in clusters or in small 
numbers or even not at all. Two main results have emerged from these studies.



Star Formation
• The mass function of pre-stellar cores has been measured. 


• It is found to match the initial stellar mass function but with a displacement of a factor of 
about 3 in mass, discussed below. 


• The stellar cores are found to form in long filaments ( 1 pc) of near-universal width ~ 
0.1pc, and are fed by what appears to be magnetically-regulated accretion of the 
surrounding cloud material along striations that are nearly perpendicular to the 
filaments . 


• The process is inefficient: on GMC scales, only about 2% of the gas is forming stars, 
whereas in the densest cores, the star formation efficiency exceeds 30%. The peak in 
the protostellar core mass function at ~ 0.6 M corresponds to the local Bonnor-Ebert 
mass (the equivalent of the Jeans mass discussed above in the case of net external 
pressure).



Star Formation

• Magnetic fields also cause strong bipolar 
outflows .


• These outflows occur because the infalling 
matter bends magnetic field lines inwards, 
and the rotating accretion disk leads to field 
configurations that eject the gas. 


• Numerical simulations that include 
magnetohydrodynamics  indicate that this 
process results in large-scale outflows. 
Thus, magnetically-driven feedback reduces 
star formation efficiency.

Boss & Keiser, 2013



From Guszejnov et al (2020)


Simulation of star formation in 
a giant molecular cloud, the 
first such simulation of a 
massive (200,000 solar mass) 
cloud with enough resolution 
to follow the formation of 
individual stars (we follow 
individual gas elements 1/1000 
the mass of the Sun). Color 
visualizes the projected density 
of the cloud, and each point 
represents a single star



Myers (1978), reconstructed by Saigo (2000).

Interstellar Medium



Interstellar Matter
• Cold interstellar medium forms molecular clouds ( ) and diffuse clouds 

( ).


• Warm interstellar medium  K are thought to be pervasive (wide 
spread).


• HII regions are ionised my Lyman continuum photons from early type stars. 


• There are corneal gases with  K in the galaxy which heated by shock fronts 
of supernova remnants.


• Pressures of these gasses are in the range of , except 
for HIII regions. This suggest that gasses are in pressure equilibrium  

T ∼ 10K
T ∼ 100K

103 ≤ T ≤ 104

T ∼ 106

102Kcm−3 ≤ p ≤ 104Kcm−3



Hayashi Tracks
• Fully convective stars of a given mass 

occupy an almost vertical line in the 
H-R diagram.


• The line is called the Hayashi line


• The Hayashi line is about constant 



• A protostar of a given mass move 
along Hayashi line as it approach 
main sequence. 

Teff ≈ 3500K

Bernasconi & Maeder 1996



Hayashi line

• For a fully convective star:


logL ∼ 20 log Teff − 4 log M + const(204)



Star Formation : First Star



Star Formation : First Star (Z=0)
• For star formation to begin, a sufficient amount 

of cold dense gas must accumulate in a dark 
halo. 


• In the early Universe, the primordial gas could 
not efficiently cool radiatively because atoms 
have excitation energies that are too high, and 
molecules, which have accessible rotational 
energies, are very rare.


• Trace amounts of molecular hydrogen (H2) can 
be produced via a sequence of reactions, 

 followed by 



• This conditions allows the gas to cool and 
condensed to form a star

H + e− → H− + γ
H− + H → H2 + e−

Bromm et al (2009)



Star Formation : First Star (Z=0)

Adapted from Heger slides





Z =0 stars






